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As long as you are alive, you have the chance to return to Allah and
repent. Allah opened the eyes and ears of the people of the garden to
the truth. The garden was fitnah for them, because it distracted them
from anything else but what they wanted. It gave rise to the worst of the
manners from them. The peak of their evil was reached when they felt
they had all the power. They exceeded the boundaries of the rights of
Allah; He is the only One who has power over all the creation.
They saw the reality after the destruction, and quickly realized that it was
because of them. This was the mercy of Allah. The sight of the destruction
removed all the attraction of dunya. Just as they went step by step into their
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transgression, so they went step by step
into repentance. Now they heard the
advice of their brother reminding them to
make tasbeeh.
They quickly complied to the advice,
accepting it with a good heart, making
tasbeeh, admitting they were wrong. So Allah opened the gates of repentance for them. Tasbeeh removes any
bad thinking or negativity from the nurturing of Allah. They were thankful that Allah guided them to make
tasbeeh, and make them realize their mistake. It is better to admit and desist than to continue with rebellion.
The sins which they hid in their hearts, their bad intention, was manifest in the punishment.
Allah inspired
them to another
worship. He
accepted their
repentance, and
took them a step
further.
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They faced each
other, and this was brave of them. They all took
part in the sin, so they were all to blame. This was
the truth. In normal circumstances, you can’t blame others for your actions, but here it was the truth, they all
encouraged each other to the sin. So they faced each other and the reality. This was also part of their
repentance. They all took the blame.
They regretted their evil
action. They went step by step
into their repentance. Their
sins were complicated, with so
many knots, so they had to be
untied one by one.
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indeed we were transgressors
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First they made tasbeeh to remove all the negation. Then they
called themselves the wrong doers. Now the intensity grew, and
they called themselves transgressors. When you speak about
an issue, specially in a group, it becomes more intense, and
clearer as you discuss it. So they invoked destruction upon
themselves.

They exceeded the boundaries in the rights of Allah, and the rights of the people. They should have shown
gratitude by attributing it to Allah. They also transgressed with the people by depriving them of what they had.
Allah gave them this garden so that they could help the people. They could t have consumes all this fruit. So
they exceeded the boundaries with their thoughts and actions.
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realized
they could
make a u-turn, repent, and ask for more than
they had before. They had so much hope
and positivity that Allah would accept their
repentance and give them more. They reconnected with Allah, and went back to the nurturing. They needed
guidance to know what their next step should be.
They were thinking good of Allah. They didn’t once say that Allah had deprived them of their garden. They
realized that the evil consequences were because of their evil intent, even though Allah sent the destruction.
You should use a painful decree to ask Allah to give you something better than what you had.
They made a pact with Allah, that they would always
have hope with Him. They wouldn’t rely on themselves.
They wanted to rebuild their lives, and had full hope that
Allah would give them more.
The conclusion is left unsaid, but is understood. Anyone
who calls Allah truthfully from his heart, accepting the
reality of himself, and his mistake, Allah will surely
replace for him with something better. You must be very
confident with this. They were very bad at the onset, but they ended up behaving in the best way with Allah.
The story which began with such evil, ended with such goodness. They never thought badly of Allah, they were
overtaken by their weakness, and as soon as they realized their mistake, they quickly retracted their steps.
They
were
deprived
of their
garden
because
of their
transgression.
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Such is the punishment [of
this world]. And the
punishment of the Hereafter is
greater, if they only knew
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This was
a worldly torture, and is defined by ال. It is
not ﻋﻘوﺑﺔ, a punishment. It was a good pain,
because it ended with goodness.
Allah gave us so many blessings, we
should use them to worship Him. When the
blessings are used for transgression, they
will lead to a worldly torture, to make us realize. When you use the blessing in a wrong way, it is removed, at a
critical moment, when you have so many feelings for it, and want it too much. There is always a reason for the
worldly torture. You will not be deprived when you are grateful and believe.
The enduring and most severe punishment is in the hereafter. The worldly
torture is nothing compared to the Fire. In life you always have a chance to
make a u-turn. The worldly torture is good, because it brings you back to the
right way, to return to Allah.
When you know all this, it is wajib upon you to keep away from anything
which will lead to the punishment of the akhirah. You must act upon your
knowledge. Your behavior must reflect your knowledge. Faith and gratitude
will avert the punishment.
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What would Allah do with
your punishment if you are
grateful and believe? And
ever is Allah Appreciative
and Knowing
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